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Go Mobile

M

obile devices have always been a part of

facility management although field devices are bulky
and typically very basic. Collecting simple data and
syncing the information with your desktop when you
get back to your desk is the usual routine. While this
process may get the job done, it certainly doesn’t
put the power of modern day devices to work for
you.

Powerful, Yet Simple

immediately (literally within seconds) accessible by
back office personnel.

Why make life more difficult to get your job done?
The eFaciliTrack field tool was designed for and built
on the most common platform in modern day
smartphones, the Android platform. Developed to
make your staff, field technicians or contractors
efficient in their work, the mobile platform was
designed to be intuitive and practically think for the
field technician or contractor.

There are many versions of the eFaciliTrack
application to suit the needs of your users whether
they are fire inspectors, fire maintenance, general
inspectors, general contractors, or sub-contractors.
eFaciliTrack mobile was built to help your
organization be more efficient, save money, and
increase profitability.

Anyone that can use a cell phone can use the
eFaciliTrack mobile application for easily handling a
day’s work. A 3-minute instructional video is all you
need to get your tech in the field and working right
away (many don’t even need that!).
Utilizing the easy-to-use smartphone-based mobile
application, field personnel simply capture all
pertinent information of firestop systems through
photos, videos, and notes which are automatically
associated with a specific Project Entry (Project ID,
System ID, Location, etc.). Once captured,
information can be uploaded directly from the
device via the internet to your eFaciliTrack
database–right from the project location – making it

No Bulky and Expensive Devices
Starting from scratch, the eFireTrack development
and field testing team has extensively tested various
mobile models as they completed their work in the
field to come up with the most efficient method and
process possible to complete their tasks quicker than
ever previously possible with traditional devices.
The mobile applications are custom-built
applications on the Android open development
platform and takes advantage of all the technology
available in modern Android such as a still camera,
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video, a variety of keyboards and text input options
including speech to-text, wireless, and a touch
screen device. The design elements of the software
take into account what the user will be working on
while in the field and what they will be doing next.
Intuitive screen-by-screen pre-population of
probable desired information allows the user in the
field to quickly proceed through the collection of
data at several times the pace of traditional
handsets.
This efficiency translates to more
productive and accurate work done in the field.

Tablets
Since the core eFaciliTrack platform runs in a hosted
environment, your information can be accessed and
updated using any modern day tablet.
Android
devices, iPads, and Windows-based tablets can be
used to access any part of the application. You can
check on your contractors progress from your office,
your house, your car, another building, or anywhere
else you may be when you need to access
information on any job or project in your facility. It’s
all right there at your fingertips.
Android tablets can be used in the field to collect
data in the same way that Android phones can be
used to provide a greater surface area to read and
write entries.

Quick and Easy
The mobile applications are designed around being
intuitive for end-users as well as being very efficient
and easy-to-use. The interface has large buttons for
easy access from the field on a touch screen device
and the built-in speech-to-text functions of the
Android mobile platform can be used for quick input
of data.
Field technicians can upload data from their phone
at the click of a button to show real time results to
their managers for approval. Managers can review
the completed work visually using the evaluation
tools built into eFaciliTrack and quickly mark
something further or simply approve the completed
work. All this can be done while the field technician
has moved onto the next room and is awaiting a
response from their manager.

Contractors can read through a quick one page
summary with pictures to show them how to
appropriately use the devices and capture pictures
of their work and how to upload and report the
information once complete.
Few need any
additional instruction and most don’t even need
that, making training quick and easy.
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About eFaciliTrack

About Soleran

As the world’s first fully integrated, cloud-based
Facility Management System, eFaciliTrack brings a
solution unlike any other to the Facility Management
Community. Whether you are a Healthcare Facility
Management Group, a Firestop Service Provider, a
Commercial Contractor, or any other organization
dealing with facility management, the eFaciliTrack
solution is specifically designed to help you
efficiently and accurately record facility data, easily
upload it to your eFaciliTrack hosted database in a
real-time manner, and seamlessly evaluate your
facility for compliance.

eFaciliTrack is a service of Soleran, Inc. Soleran’s
mission is to create simple applications that allow
business professionals to be more productive by
automating common everyday tasks. Driving all
information to online databases, Soleran can create
virtually any type of application to help your
company’s efficiency from standard business
processes, to facility management solutions, to highend sales and marketing solutions.

The eFaciliTrack Platform
Bring the power of one of the most advanced webbased database platforms to your facility
management needs. eFaciliTrack offers built in tools
to manage your facility that you can’t get in any
other application. The platform can manage all
aspects of your facility or integrate with current
applications you are using to enhance their
effectiveness. Non-technical users can manage all
aspects of the platform from users and their
permissions, to adding additional applications you
need to manage your facility, to reporting on any
aspect of your facility to prepare for the next
inspection. Since eFaciliTrack can grow with you to
meet all your facility needs, it’s the one and only
facility management tool you’ll ever need.

With physical offices in Overland Park, Kansas,
Soleran is a collaborative enterprise with a global
footprint. Our partner firms provide the expertise to
customize a solution to your exact needs. Our
international Soleran Development Network (SDN)
codes the solutions in an open, collaborative
environment. Project managers oversee the
development process and set goals according to
feedback from application users. Feedback is
collected by customer service professionals who
monitor customer satisfaction and champion
customer-oriented solutions.
Our marquee applications, are all built on the
eAppTrack Rapid Application Development (RAD)
platform. With eAppTrack, data and analytics
normally reserved for large corporations are
available at affordable rates, enabling the
comprehensive
perspective
on
sales
and
performance upon which quality business decisions
and plans are based.

Find out more about eFaciliTrack by calling an
Account Representative today!

Email us: sales@efacilitrack.com
Call us: (877) 494-5499
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